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Abstract: A simple analysis of the learners' academic status at different levels of education shows that these
learners have poor performance in probability and statistics subject. Also they have negative attitude to this
subject. According to some researchers, teachers' attitude and their  inappropriate method of teaching are
among the most important factors in learners' poor performance. Our findings indicate that in-service teachers
(who are being rained specially to teach statistics and probability in near future) hold a negative view of
statistics and probability and there is a positive meaningful correlation between teachers’ attitude and their
proficiency to do statistics and probability problems. Further, the results show that the more positive attitude
toward the subjects, the more fluent the teachers will be in solving the problems. Regarding gender specificity
of the teachers, the findings represent no meaningful difference between males and females, males manage to
cope with the problems better than females. 
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INTRODUCTION self–regulated,  responsible  and  self-directed  learners.

In today’s world,  the  pace  of  change  is so great and nor does it have short-term and limited impact.
that useful  life  of  information may not reach a decade. A cursory review of probability and statistics-subject
So accumulation of the mind with the information which in high school and college students from different fields
is fading away rapidly might have no desired result but to of study is indicative or evidence of their poor
waste the time and energy, that’s why in the curriculum of performance in this subject. The poor performance has
education in various countries, the emphasis is put on been attributed to: 
producing knowledge and science rather than transferring
it. In order to achieve this objective, it is necessary to Lack of teachers especially those who are graduated
change our approach and practices of teaching and apply in statistics as their major in college, (more than 90%
the methods that help us in reaching our aims to produce of high school teachers that teach probability and
science and knowledge and to have a better modeling are graduated in mathematics and not
understanding of our environment. One of the essential statistics).
methods is to abandon  traditional method of teaching Lack of students' schemata knowledge related to
and adapt the teaching–learning process to new statistics.
approaches such as active teaching, learning based on Inappropriate method of teaching on part of teachers.
problem solving and constructivism methods and Having negative attitudes on part of both teachers
metacognition; its result would be the training of and learners toward statistics subject. 

Of course, this may not be done easily and in short time
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Nowadays, preparing the mathematics students of These objectives point the method for learners to
teacher training center (TTC), to teach in their future
classes, is one of the main concerns of departments of
mathematics. While most people may assess the
efficiency of a teacher on his or her mastering on the
given subjects, Garfield and Everson regard another type
of knowledge-which is known by pedagogical content
knowledge-as necessary for  effective and creative
method of teaching. This kind of knowledge is very
special and includes the knowledge about teaching in a
particular field of study such as statistics. For statistics
teachers, this knowledge pertains to effective method of
teaching, statistical skills and ideals, proper methods of
helping students to use software and technological
instruments and some other methods to disabuse them of
misunderstanding the statistical concepts [1].

Shulman pointed out that pedagogical content
knowledge, has been  considered as on important factor
in teaching effectively and improving the learner’s
acquisition [2]. Garfield and Everson maintain that most
people teaching statistics  have content knowledge
related to statistics but they don’t have pedagogical
content knowledge. These researchers have successfully
performed some programs for preparing the statistics
students to teach at high school. Their educational
program is as follows: 

Putting emphasis on developing statistical thinking
and literacy;
Using real data; 
Putting emphasis on conceptual understanding
versus procedural understanding; 
Promoting active teaching in the classroom; 
Applying technology to promote conceptual
understanding and data analysis; 
Using different tools to assess the learner's
achievement [1]; 

Other researchers  including Darlin and Bransford
and, Franklin and Garfield have tried to design similar
educational programs [3, 4]. Gal and Ginsberg set two
main objectives for teaching the introductory subjects of
statistics:

Preparing the learners to effectively face statistical
status outside the classroom; 
Preparing the students to use; manage and interpret
the results or statistics data in professional and
scientific fields [5];

participate willingly and actively in statistics classrooms
and get to a statistical thinking. Furthermore, American
national council of mathematics teachers and Moore
believe that one of main objectives of  statistics
education-At all educational levels-is to develop problem
solving ability  in  statistics, to have statistical literacy
and related skills to it, dada analysis skills and to disagree
with procedural skills and pure calculations. Creating an
environment in which focusing on problem solving to
learn statistics is the focal point, requires that teachers
provide an creative and stimulating environment and
encourage or prompt the learners to: 

To guess, hypothesize, discover and have little or no
fear of experimenting data with various statistical
methods and tools. 
To have confidence in their own ability so that they
can direct their thinking in the right direction and
toward specific objectives and can overcome
temporary obstacles that may prevent them from
achieving their goals. 
To get enough motivation to work on challenging
problems [6-7]. 

However, most of students have little or no
motivation to take part in a learning environment where
focusing on problem solving in statistics training is
emphasized. Part of this frustration or little motivations
results from the student’s negative attitude to
mathematics classes or teachers. statistics teachers
should have the ability to assess and monitor the
learner’s ideas and feelings  and make sure that all
learners have the above-mentioned characteristics and
have the power to participate in a problem-oriented
learning environment.  Statistics  teacher should be able
to identify  those learners who don’t have positive
attitude and beliefs toward statistics and help them
change their thinking [8]. These researcher hold that; we
have seen both as a students and then as a teacher, that
how attitudes and beliefs-especially negative ones- can
have direct impact or effect on learning opportunity of the
learners; attitudes and beliefs of the students regarding
statistics are important particularly for the following
reasons;

Attitudes and   beliefs   have   influence on
learning-teaching process. 
They have an effective role on student's statics
behavior outside the classroom. 
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The attitudes effect on the students who have in-service teachers and their academic achievement in
selected statistic subject for the first time is such that statistics. In this study three hypotheses are considered:
they determine the student’s orientation or choice to
select or not to select more statistical courses [8]. In-service mathematics teachers have negative

Schoenfield holds that on individual ideology may probability;
influence his or her decision making. A person’s belief The probability scores of the students who have
determines what content he or she chooses from available positive attitude to this subject are higher than the
resources; It is impossible for a person who following a students that have negative attitudes;
particular strategy not to  believe in its success. There is a significant relationship between in-service
Behaviors can be influenced by different beliefs in teacher's attitudes towards statistics and probability
mathematical problem-solving process. for example, a and their academic achievement in this subject.
person’s belief to school and in general to learning nature, There is a significant relationship between male and
mathematics nature, specific mathematics homework, the female  in-service  teacher's academic achievement
person's mathematics ability, can have a role in how a and attitude toward statistics and probability [12].
person  responds  to  a  problem  solving  situation [9].
For instance, Silver holds that a person who believes that MATERIALS AND METHOD
there is a basic structure for mathematics and this
structure is made up of important surface structure, then As mentioned, the aim of this study is to investigate
for him / her mathematics studying is quite different from the relationship between the attitude and academic
the person that does not think so [10]. achievement of in-service mathematics teachers in

Driscol maintained that, in a survey from 13-17 year probability and statistics subject. A group of thirty nine
old students, almost all agree that there is only one in-service mathematics teachers' involved 22 boys and 17
solution for solving each problem. He pointed out such girls enrolled in statistics and introductory probability in
interpretation of mathematics have developed due to Kurdistan's university in western Iran were subjects to
students' experience in mathematics and their emphasis this  study.  In  the  present  study  for  measurement of
and insistence on memorizing and repeating problems in in-service mathematics teachers' attitude toward statistics
a parrot- fashion method and on being justified that the and probability Schau's scale, that is a valid and famous
only goal in solving mathematics problem is to come up instrument, was used. This instrument consists of 28
with right answer [11]. statements and four subscales as follows [13]:

Schoenfeld also believes that teachers should also
take responsibility  for  such  beliefs and conception. Affect: Students’ positive and negative feelings
Since most mathematics address pure structures and concerning statistics.
students have a little experience concerning mathematics
and statistics, so student's  mathematical  ideology is Cognitive Competence: Attitudes about intellectual
often based on their experience of mathematic at school. knowledge and skills when applied to statistics.
Most of the mathematics classes put emphasis on writing
mathematics subjects in a prescribed method. This issue Value: Attitudes about the usefulness, relevance and
raises the idea that doing mathematics means doing worth of statistics in personal and professional life.
specific activities at various stages [9]. Thomson showed
that teacher's activities are reflection of their beliefs about Difficulty: Attitudes about the difficulty of statistics as a
mathematics. Therefore, not only do most teachers should subject.
be aware of student's beliefs and abilities and the method
of achieving them but also have knowledge and The instrument designed on the basis of seven-
awareness about themselves. Teacher's beliefs about choice Likert-scale ranging from totally disagree, to totally
teaching and learning mathematics and statistics have agree and they are given points 7,6,5,4,3,2,1 respectively.
effect on classroom environment and the kind of teaching Furthermore, for the measurement of teachers' academic
in it. Thus, since teacher's and learner's attitudes have an achievement, researcher made exam was used in the end
important role on teaching-learning process, we want to of semester. Also SPSS19 software was employed to
investigate  he  relationship  between   the  attitudes of analyze the data. 

attitude towards statistics and introductory
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Table 1: the Results of Binomial test to investigate of student's attitude 

groups Category N Observed Prop Test prop Asymp.Sig(2-tailed)

In-service teachers = 112 25 .64
group 1 112 14 .36 .50 .031
group 2 39 1.00

total

Table 2: Results of T-independent samples test to compare academic achievement of in-service mathematics teachers with having positive and negative
attitude scores mean between two groups after three months

groups N Mean Std. Deviation t df Sig(2-tailed)

Teachers with having positive attitude 14 16.74 3.85 2.18 37 0.029
Teachers with having negative attitude 25 15.28 5.46

Table 3: Correlation between academic achievement and attitude toward statistics and probability

Academic achievement 

Kendall's tau_b attitude Correlation Coefficient .64*
Sig. (2-tailed) .024
N 9

Spearman's rho attitude Correlation Coefficient .569*
Sig. (2-tailed) .037
N 24

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Table 4:  Results of T-independent samples test to compare male and female teachers attitude toward statistics and probability

groups N Mean Std. Deviation t df Sig(2-tailed)

Male Teachers 22 109.71 8.44 1.26 37 0.065
Female Teachers 17 108.83 7.32

Table 5:  Results of T-independent samples test to compare male and female teachers' academic achievement on statistics and probability

groups N Mean Std. Deviation t df Sig(2-tailed)

Male Teachers 22 15.62 2.19 2.07 37 0.043
Female Teachers 17 14.39 4.77

Data Analysis: As mentioned, the applied scale of Also to compare of academic achievement of in-
attitude assessment in this study consisted of 28 service teachers with having positive and negative
statement was given 1 to 7 points based on Likert scale, attitude, T-independent samples test was used. The result
the maximum score was 196 while  the  minimum  was 28. shows that the mean difference of academic achievement
If a person's attitude score was more than 112, it means scores of in-service mathematics teachers, with positive
that he/she has  a  positive attitude toward mathematic and negative attitude, has significant difference at 
and less than 112  is  indicative  of  negative  attitude. level (t [37] =2.18, p=0.029). The result shows the mean of
This number is obtained according to the formula teacher's academic achievement with having positive

in which  [14].
After gathering the questionnaires, data showed that

the attitude score of 25 in-service mathematics teachers
was less than 112  and  14  teachers was more than 112.
The result of Binomial test shows that the in-service
mathematics teachers have negative attitude toward
statistics and probability. The results are summarized in
table 1.

attitude is higher than the other group. Thus we conclude
that the attitude as independent variable has crucial role
for academic successful of in-service mathematics
teachers.

In the present study, to investigate of the correlation
between academic achievement and attitude toward
statistics and probability, the Kendall and Spearman tests
were used. The results showed that the Kendall's
correlation coefficient was 0.64 (p 0.05) and the
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Spearman's correlation coefficient was 0.569 (p 0.05). teaching–learning process. The educational
These results show that there is a significant relationship
between academic achievement and attitude toward
statistics and probability. on the other hand, the high
attitude cause high statistics and probability performance.
The results summarized in table 3.

Furthermore, although the result of T-independent
test shows that the male teacher's attitude toward
statistics and probability is little higher than female
teachers, there isn't significant difference between them
(t[37] =1.26, p=0.065).. The  results  are summarized in
table 4.

In addition, the result of T- independent test shows
that the male teachers' academic achievement is higher
than the female teachers and this difference is significant
at the 0.05 level (t[37] =2.07, p=0.043). The results are
summarized in table 5.

CONCLUSION

The results of this study showed that in-service
mathematics teachers, (who are being rained specially to
teach statistics and probability in near future) have
negative attitude toward  the statistics and probability
and there is positive and significant relationship between
academic achievement and attitude toward statistics and
probability. The results of this paper are consistent with
others (for example; Dempster and McCorry; kazemi et.al;
Ginesberg; Gal and Ginesberg) [15-16-5]. Additionally the
results suggest that there is significant difference
between teachers with positive attitude on problem
solving ability, compared with teachers with negative
attitude. Although the result show that male teachers
attitude toward statistics and probability was more
positive than female, no significant difference was
obtained. Simultaneously it was clear that the problem
solving ability of male teachers was more female teachers
and  the  difference  was  significant.  Also,  The results
are consistent  with some  researches  (for  example;
Amani et al, Mau and Lynn; Ma and carthwright;
McGraw et.al; Pierce et.al) [17-18-19-20-21], but other
studies have not shown significant  difference in boys
and girls performance (Alyman and Peters; Geary; Tate)
[22-23-24].

Pedagogical Implication: The results of the present study
show that attitude has an important role in learners'
academic achievement  and their problem solving ability
in statistics and should be taken into account by the
teachers or   instructors   as   a  main  input  behavior   in

recommendations  of  this  study  are  directed to
teachers, college instructors, as the major authority or
administers  of  science  and   technology  advancement
in  society.  These  officials  are  suggested  to  attach
great importance to pedagogical and psychological
aspects of   teaching   and   learning   besides   their
routine educational activity. Furthermore, it is
recommended  to  educators,  syllabus  designer of
statistics at different level of education including junior
and senior high schools to select stimulating content, use
real and relevant data to active teaching provide the
foundation for getting the students interested in statistics
and probability subject; this may, in turn, lead to
changing their negative attitude to the concept of
statistics and probability. In fact, when the teachers
themselves have negative attitude toward statistics and
probability subject, it is not reasonable to expect that their
students participate in the statistics classroom actively
and have a positive attitude toward it.
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